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Beyond being an easy-to-use tool for finding track circuit shorts, and testing track insulation the 
Models 324 and 344 Track Circuit Short Finders have application as testers of bonds, other 
track connections and lightning arresters. 
 
Track Wire & Bond Connection Testing 
A worthwhile application of either Short Finder is as a tester of track wire, bond wire and 
jumper wire track connections.  A calibrated Short Finder on the 24KHz setting can 
differentiate between very small resistance values.  At a crossing near Chicago, where a 
Motion Sensor was periodically going into high-signal failure, the Short Finder identified the 
problem.  One frog jumper was open, allowing no signal feed through.  The other frog jumper 
would shift between a complete connection (15 on the 324 Short Finder, 0 Ohms on the 344 
Short Finder) and a high-resistance connection (13 on the Short Finder meter - 0.20 ohm).  A 
resistance of 0.20 ohms was sufficient to make the second frog jumper open to the Motion 
Sensor signal, preventing the signal from returning to the approach circuit running rail.  For the 
record, both frog jumpers were spliced under the rail.  These frog jumpers were replaced with 
single lengths of bond strand. 
 
Checking Lightning Arrestors  
The lightning arrestor check that the Short Finders can perform is to find leak paths that may 
be causing the arrestor to introduce noise into a circuit.  The Short Finder used in this 
application is especially effective because it will detect very faint carbon traces that may be 
difficult for the eye to see. 
 
A noisy arrestor is a serious problem for motion, predictor and Electro-Code(R) type circuits.  
Use the Short Finder on either frequency to read across the arrestor.  The reading should be 
no meter or bar graph deflection, or an ohmic value of greater than 150 ohms .  If the meter 
shows a reading at all, the arrestor has a leak path and should either be cleaned or replaced. 
 
CAUTION! AC in the circuit (motion and predictor signals are AC voltages) can distort 324 
Short Finder readings, but not 344 Short Finder readings.  110VAC will damage the Short 
Finder (Insertion capacities:  20VAC RMS for 324; 160VAC for 344) to the point where repair is 
necessary.  If you are checking an arrestor in an AC circuit, we recommend you loosen the 
arrestor and rotate one end out of the circuit before making your check, depending on the 
Short Finder used and the voltage on the circuit. 
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Valid, Accurate Readings 
It should be emphasized that for the above reading conversion chart to be valid, the Short 
Finder must be calibrated and resistance caused by rail contamination and poor contact with 
the rail must be eliminated.  Filing clean spots for direct contact with the standard Short Finder 
probes, using our Quick-Read Probe Tips, our Dual-Blade Probes or our File Probes all work 
with varying degrees of success.  By far, the most efficient and effective means of obtaining 
accurate readings quickly is to use our File Probes, where weight, mechanical leverage and an 
abrasive surface combine to deliver valid, accurate readings, quickly. 
 
After reviewing the above and accompanying, we would be happy to answer any questions you 
may have.  Please let us know how we can be of further assistance. 
 
 
Contact us at: 
 
 S&C DISTRIBUTION COMPANY 
 7225 Duvan Drive 
 Tinley Park, IL   60477 
 
 708-444-4908 (Voice) 
 708-444-4962 (Fax) 
 
 e-mail:  info@sandcco.com 
 


